ontologies that you'll need for your applications, and begun to develop your own set of ontologies to describe your domains' semantics. The DARPA Agent Markup Language (or, similarly, the Ontology Web Language, as we discuss later) is your favorite thing to come along since you installed Mosaic version 0.13. You're in the process of completely migrating your databases, Web pages, and other knowledge sources to DAML encodings when a few nagging questions occur to you: What do you do with all your data once it has been beautifully encoded in DAML? How do you effectively reason with DAML-based knowledge sources and integrate inference into new or existing applications? What tools will help you reason with this Semantic Web?
Scenario: Engineering design
Consider engineering design, a domain where the Semantic Web potentially might be able to solve many interoperability and knowledge representation problems. During design, engineers must reason about electromechanical assemblies and components, interrogate functional descriptions of artifacts, and query online part catalogs and enterprise-wide design repositories. Even relatively simple design domains can have intensely complex knowledge interoperability problems.
For example, we have been studying the domain of Lego robots, such as you can design with the Lego Mindstorms robot kits (http://mindstorms.lego.com), which are popular in engineering and computer science education. Figure 1a shows a cadmium sulfide (CDS) cell light sensor component; Figure 1b shows an engineering function and flow diagram 1,2 for this component. Function and flow diagrams-that is, where the flow is of motion, material, or energy properties-provide an abstract representation of an assembly, its components, and their intended behavior.
This diagram notes that the sensor measures an input light source and outputs an electrical signal as the measure. However, such function-flow models lack formal semantics, making it hard to automate such tasks as comparing these diagrams or searching large online repositories for functional patterns.
Encoding knowledge in DAML
We can use DAML to formalize these scruffy engineering representations. By attributing description logic semantics to the diagrams, we can interpret the function and flow of the CDS sensor in Figure 1b as this description logic statement:
With DAML as the description logic language, we can embed these formal representations into Web content or XML databases. For example, Figure 1c shows a Web page that provides information about Lego sensors to students in an introductory robotics class at Drexel University.
Introducing DAMLJessKB
Once the engineering domain knowledge is in DAML, what next? DAMLJessKB is a tool for reasoning with the Semantic Web and DAML. The tool's core uses a production system to carry out the inferences entailed by the semantics of the RDF, 3 RDF Schema (RDFS), 4 XML Schema: Datatypes (XSD), 5 and DAML 6 specifications.
While much existing research on the Semantic Web has focused on representation and semantics, DAMLJessKB implements a practical method for actually using these representations to make inferences and implement applications.
How to reason with DAMLJessKB
Now that the engineering knowledge has been DAMLencoded, we can use DAMLJessKB to build applications that reason with it. For example, we could build an application to leverage repositories of Web-based engineering data to perform variational or case-based design. During 
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A Tool for Reasoning with the Semantic Web variational design, designers search repositories for template designs or components to perform specific engineering functions. Figure 1d shows a DAML encoding of the function-and-flow diagram for a general sensor. An intelligent designer's aid, using DAMLJessKB, can compare this general sensor to the component described in Figure 1c and find relationships between the two. In this case, the DAMLJessKBenabled software agent identifies the Web page design as being a specific instance of a more general class of sensor designs and returns it for the designer to consider for use.
How DAMLJessKB works
Every RDF document's underlying model is simply a list of triples, no matter how complex the XML form. Each triple asserts a relation between a subject and an object through a predicate. DAMLJessKB maps these assertions into facts in a production system and then applies rules implementing the relevant Semantic Web languages (see Figure 2 ).
An overview of this process is shown in Figure 2a . Applications invoke DAMLJessKB methods to load RDF and DAML documents (see Figure 2b) , after which an RDF parser generates a stream of triples (see Figure 2c ). DAMLJessKB uses ARP (Another RDF Parser), which is part of the Jena toolkit (http://hpl.hp.com/semweb), to parse RDF documents. As the triples are collected by DAMLJessKB, some manipulations are necessary to correctly handle transition details that are related to syntax issues, anonymous nodes, and data types. Similar to the axiomatic DAML semantics, 7 dummy predicates are inserted at the head of each triple to enable variables and quantification on relations. Anonymous nodes are skolemized using a unique identifier generated by ARP so that they can be referenced inside the production system. Literal values are also manipulated to ensure consistent encapsulation without placing special demands on input ontologies or data (thus providing for reasoning on data types).
Once parsed, DAMLJessKB asserts the triples into a production system along with the rules derived from the DAML semantics (see Figure 2d) . In this way, a knowledge base is populated and new facts can now be entailed (see Figure 2e ). For the production system, DAMLJessKB uses Jess (Java Expert System Shell). 8 Jess is available from Sandia National Laboratories and is in many ways a Java version of CLIPS, www.ghgcorp.com/clips/CLIPS. html, the widely used C Language Interface Production System originally developed by NASA. CLIPS and Jess share roughly the same architecture, expressiveness, and scripting capabilities. We chose Jess over several other Java-based production systems because of its active development and support, easy interaction with Java programs, powerful scripting language, and expressiveness.
Finally, DAMLJessKB includes additional methods to carry out extralogical aspects of the languages, such as loading ontologies from daml:imports statements as well as tasks such as ontology debugging through looking for valid but probably unintended inputs. The application then applies DAMLJessKB and Jess mechanisms to query the knowledge base, apply application-specific rules, and manage the knowledge base.
Reasoning and inference within DAMLJessKB applications
An application using DAMLJessKB can perform two classes of description logic reasoning: class instance reasoning and terminological reasoning about the relationships among the classes themselves. Class instance reasoning follows from one of the most basic elements of RDFS and DAML: the rdfs:subClassOf and daml:subClassOf statements, specifying subclass relationships classes. One implication of this relation is that any instance of a subclass is an instance of the parent class. Figure 3 shows an implementation of this portion of the relation's semantics, a very basic inference to perform on instances. Despite its simplicity, even this basic inference is extremely useful in many applications, as we described earlier. We can view this rule as inferring that an object explicitly stated as of a class in a taxonomy is also an instance of all that class's ancestors.
Rules supporting terminological reasoning enable inference on the relationships between classes and support DAML's underlying description logic semantics. This lets DAMLJessKB users reason about which objects and classes can be automatically compared, contrasted, and manipulated on the basis of the input ontologies. Figure 4a contains a DAML snippet using the daml:intersectionOf class expression to define a conjunctive relationship between two classes. The class RobotLabMotor is declared as consisting of those objects that are members of the classes lego:Piece, artifact:Motor, and robotlab:KitItem, which either are primitive terms or are defined elsewhere.
Determining the relationship among these classes requires subsumption between class intersections. Figure 4b shows a portion of DAMLJessKB rules that implement subsumption reasoning. Intuitively, the rule implements the idea that a class composed of the intersection of a set of classes is a subclass of a class composed of the intersection of a subset of those classes or subclasses of those classes. When two intersections are equivalent, each class will be asserted as a subclass of the other. For convenience, the set of classes in the intersection is represented inside the knowledge base using a closed-world list form that corresponds to the open-world daml:List object that the RDF parser actually created.
How to get and contribute to DAMLJessKB
DAMLJessKB is publicly available under the GNU General Public License at http://edge.mcs.drexel.edu/assemblies/ software/damljesskb. It is designed as a class that you can use either as a knowledge base component within a larger Java program or as a framework for executing scripts written in the Jess language. Applications interact with the knowledge base through the standard Jess mechanisms, augmented by DAMLJessKB's provisions for loading RDF and DAML documents. This includes incorporating applicationspecific rules into the production system, querying for facts, and so on.
A number of organizations have used and tested DAMLJessKB, including Penn State University's Industrial Engineering Department (for reasoning about product and process ontologies), the Agents group at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (for information retrieval), 9 Coca-Cola (for 10 Much of the current OWL draft is simply a syntactic variant of DAML; porting DAMLJessKB to it will require merely changing the symbols used in the rule base and code.
Fully realizing the Semantic Web vision will require practical tools. We believe that DAMLJessKB is one such tool. As more and more Web sites, network services, databases, and knowledge bases look to DAML as a de facto representation syntax, we hope that DAMLJessKB will become one in a suite of tools that let users truly leverage the newfound shared semantics.
